Abstract -Electric Vehicle (EV) researches are currently becoming of special importance and the EV battery system is particularly relevant in the EV design. In these applications, series connected batteries are necessary since a single battery cannot achieve the voltage requirements. Internal and external sources lead the batteries string to become unbalanced, which is an important factor to be taken into account, as premature cells degradation, safety hazards, and reduced capacity will occur for unbalanced systems. The different balancing methods are presented and compared in this paper, and finally the switch capacitor and the double-tiered switching capacitor are considered the best option. However, their speed depends on the voltage difference between the batteries in the string, and when their voltage difference is low, the equalization speed decreases significantly, leading the battery pack to be unbalanced for longer. A novel equalization method is presented, that improves the aforementioned methods performance by applying a new control to a shunt transistor method. Low cost, size, and complexity, together with higher speed and efficiency are obtained. A prototype has been built, and experimental results are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, a large part of the vehicles research is being focused on EVs (Electric Vehicles) because of many reasons such as environmental awareness (which leads to autoemission standards getting stricter to follow, more efficient vehicles, Government encouragements, etc.), continuous increase of the oil price due to the natural resource exhaustion and the worrying instability in the Middle East, etc.
Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEVs) were the first step to the trend toward the Electric Vehicles [1] , and BEVs (Battery Electric Vehicles) are currently coming out more and more [2] .
There is a great variety of different battery technologies, which have been analyzed and applied to the EVs, but new researches are developing the Lithium-based batteries which are consolidated as the most viable option for energy storage applications, especially for EVs [3] - [5] .
Most of applications with energy storage are designed with a battery voltage higher than that which can be obtained from a single electrochemical battery, and therefore series strings of cells (each battery that makes up the whole battery pack is called cell hereafter unless otherwise noted) are used to meet voltage requirements such as in EVs [6] - [8] .
Because of the cells string configuration, cells imbalance in battery systems is a problem to deal with and an important matter in the battery system life [9] . A battery system without a balancing technique can lead its cells to be overcharged, undercharged, or even overdischarged, and it takes special importance in Li-ion cells [10] - [12] .
Imbalance harms performance can be classified in four different groups [13] . The first group deals with premature cells degradation because of the overvoltage exposure. The second group is safety hazards from overcharged cells. The third group is based on the early charge termination resulting in reduced capacity, and finally, the forth group deals with the early discharge termination. This imbalance is caused by two major categories [14] - [15] , they are the internal sources that consist of manufacturing variance in physical volume, internal impedance variations and self-discharge rate differences; and external sources such as thermal difference across the battery pack.
Many different balancing methods can be found in [16] - [19] . According to [16] , balancing methods can be classified into three main groups, as shown in Fig. 1 : Battery Selection, Passive Balancing methods, and Active Balancing ones. Battery Selection methods deal with designing the battery pack by selecting the cells with similar properties. These methods are not enough to keep the series string balanced since the cells self-discharge can vary differently along their lifetime. It can be useful in the case of complementing a balancing system. In Passive equalization no active control is used to balance. Only Lead-acid and Nickel-based batteries can be used as Libased batteries cannot be overcharged. At high SOC (Battery State-of-Charge), the charge process for lead-acid and nickelbased cells becomes inefficient since its water begins to dissociate and energy goes into electrolysis rather than the doi: 10.1515/ecce-2014-0019 charge process. However, Li-based cells do not have the aqueous component, and so do not have the gassing overcharge process that allows a passive equalization in other chemistries. Since the Li-based battery is the most important one, according to these previous lines, this paper is focused on active balancing methods, which use external circuits to actively transport the energy among cells in order to balance them. Fig. 2 shows the classification of the different active balancing methods [16] .
In Cell Bypass methods, cells currents are bypassed when the cells voltages reach their upper limit. Cell to cell methods transfer the extra energy stored in the most charged cells to the adjacent least charged ones. Cell to pack methods transfer the energy from the highest voltage cell to the whole battery pack, pack to cell methods transfer the energy from the whole battery pack to a single cell, by means of galvanic isolated DC/DC converters, and finally, cell to pack to cell methods transfer the energy from the set cell(s) to the whole pack, from the whole pack to the target cell(s) or from the set cell(s) to the target cell(s).
The different active methods are summarized and compared in Table I [16] , where * is every analyzed method which is defined by its section number in [16] and follows the same order than shown in Fig. 2 The total average in Table I has been calculated by using the same weight for each parameter and as it can be presented, the switch capacitor and the double-tiered switching capacitor are the ones with the highest average value.
In the switch capacitor method [16] , two states are alternated continuously: in the first state, each capacitor is set in parallel with its corresponding upper cell, and therefore, the capacitor is set to the cell voltage (Vu,i), delivering or demanding energy from the mentioned cell. In the second state, the capacitors are set in parallel with their corresponding lower cell, transferring or demanding energy from this one in order to reach this new voltage (Vl,i). After cycles of this process, both cells will be balanced. The topology is depicted in Fig. 3 .
Each switching cycle, the i th -capacitor (Ci) transfers the current (Ic,i) from the most charged adjacent cell to the least charged adjacent cell according to .
(
where fsw is the switching frequency.
The double-tiered switching capacitor method is a derivation of the switched capacitor one, the difference is that it uses two capacitor tiers for shuttling energy, and the equalization time is reduced even to a quarter [16] . Its topology is presented in Fig. 4 . 
Based on (1), the equalization speed of these two methods (switch capacitor and double-tiered switching capacitor) depends on the cells voltage difference. In consequence, when the voltage difference is low, the equalization speed is very low as well, and this is probably a big disadvantage, since the different cells remain unbalanced for longer.
According to the parameters of comparison, a low cost and very simple method is proposed, presenting a novel control for a Cell bypass balancing method in a generic battery charging process. The equalization current, and therefore the equalization speed, is high.
In Section II the proposed equalization system is presented and in Section III and Section IV the different simulation and experimental results are shown, respectively, validating this proposed balancing method. Finally, Section V remarks the different conclusions.
II. EQUALIZATION SYSTEM DESIGN
In this paper a new control for a shunt transistor (cell bypass) equalization is presented. This method is based on a MOSFET working in saturation mode as a variable resistance, instead of using a resistance, whose value is fixed. The goal of this new control is to manage the amount of current that passes through each cell that makes up the battery pack, in order to balance the whole battery system. This control allows easy implementation and low complexity, it is easy to modularize and the efficiency is improved in comparison with the conventional control methods since the bypassed current through the MOSFET decreases when its corresponding cell is being closer to be balanced or even it stops being bypassed under some conditions.
The bypassed current through the MOSFET is regulated varying its gate-source voltage. The higher the gate-source voltage of the MOSFET is, the higher the bypassed current through the MOSFET is, and therefore the less the corresponding cell is charged, and vice versa.
In order to be able to equalize during the charging/driving process or during the regenerative braking, a MOSFET is set in parallel to each cell of the string in the battery pack. The MOSFET is an n-channel device.
The voltage of every cell that makes up the battery is measured, and their average voltage is calculated and considered the reference.
The difference between every cell voltage and the cells average value is extracted.
When battery charging mode or regenerative braking during driving (discharging mode is opposite), cells with lower voltage than the average one need to be charged as much as possible in order to reach the average value as soon as they can. All the current that comes to the battery from the charger passes through these cells, and therefore their corresponding MOSFETs are set to the off-state and do not bypass the cells.
On the other hand, cells with higher voltage than the average one are charged in a lower rate of current, bypassing the remaining current. The closer to the average value their voltage is, the lower the amount of current is bypassed by their corresponding MOSFET. Once the cell voltage reaches the reference, its MOSFET is set to the off-state and all the current coming to the battery goes through the cell. The opposite process occurs during discharging. It allows the system to decrease the energy losses.
The aforementioned process of equalizing under the charge or regenerative braking during driving conditions is depicted in [20] , but in our case the equalization method establishes a maximum for the MOSFET equalization current, IM,max (green solid line in Fig. 5 ), in order to keep the losses under a limit.
The lower the difference is, the lower the bypassed current is, the less the equalization is being carried out, and the lower the equalization speed is. This problem increases the energy losses, and in consequence decreases the efficiency.
Something similar happens in the switch capacitor and the double-tiered switching capacitor methods (whose equalization current depends on the voltage difference between cells).
In order to avoid this problem, this proposed balancing method adds a minimum level of the bypassed current through the MOSFET, IM,min, and the difference between the cell voltage and the reference (diff), as shown in Fig. 5 . When an unbalanced cell starts the equalization process from a high difference, the control is kept according to Fig. 5 (red dotted line), but when the difference reaches the mentioned minimum level, from that moment this difference is considered fixed (although it really keeps decreasing), and so the bypassed current is fixed into a minimum value (blue solid line in Fig. 5 ) that allows the cell voltage to get zero error (zero difference between the cell voltage and the reference).
Once the cell voltage comes to zero error, and its corresponding MOSFET is set to off-state (the cell equalization process is stopped). Considering that there can be manufacturing and thermal variances between cells, its voltage could be oscillating around the reference, what could cause the activation and deactivation of the equalization process, and a considerable increase in the energy losses. This issue is solved by using the aforementioned minimum difference level: when the cell voltage gets the zero error, the equalization process is deactivated. In case the difference increases again, the equalization process is activated when the minimum level is reached. This idea avoids energy losses that can decrease the efficiency of the system. By increasing the minimum level, the equalization speed can be increased as well, although it means that the losses increase too. The tradeoff can be adjusted depending on the application.
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The algorithm that decides whether the n-channel MOSFETs are activated or deactivated, and the algorithm and the mathematical foundation that explain how the gate-source MOSFET voltage is calculated are presented in [20] , and lead to the equation of the amount of current that is bypassed for the i th -cell, which follows I
. (2) where VGSi is the MOSFET gate-source voltage, Ibat,max is the current received from the battery charger, K is the MOSFET conduction parameter, λ is the MOSFET lambda parameter, VT is the MOSFET threshold voltage, Vcell,i is the i th -cell (drainsource) voltage, diffi is the difference between the i th -cell voltage and the reference, and diffmax is the maximum difference established in the control. In case the voltage difference is higher than diffmax, all of the current is bypassed through the corresponding MOSFET.
When the difference is equal or lower than diffmax, the current is partially bypassed through the MOSFET, and the difference keeps decreasing, until the error is zero that is when all of the current must go through the cell, and so the MOSFET is set to its off-state.
This method is only applicable to small currents. The idea of this equalization control is to avoid high unbalance that could lead to high currents. This control allows the system to balance during both charging and driving modes, as the amount of current through the cells and the MOSFETS are controlled (linear mode). It allows the system to be controlled all the time and not only at the end of the charging mode. This way, the control never allows the system to be highly unbalanced, small currents could be enough to keep the system under control. In case a new cell has to be inserted in the battery pack, this cell should be fully charged and inserted into the pack when this one is also charged, avoiding unnecessary imbalance, and therefore high currents.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
A charging process is simulated for an unbalanced battery pack, which is made up with 5 Li-ion cells. The modeled system consists of 5 Li-ion cells, each of them in parallel to an n-channel MOSFET, the equalizer control system, and finally the port of the whole system (the battery pack), which is the current that is, in this case, injected into the battery system. The cells utilized are modeled as in [21] - [22] . The n-MOSFETs (modeled in their saturation region) are the "IXTP 75N10P MOSFET".
The simulation has been carried out by using Matlab/Simulink. The battery pack is charged with a constant current of 50 A. The maximum bypassed current through the MOSFETs is established at 5 A. By limiting this value, the efficiency is improved. The results are shown in Fig. 6 .
As it can be seen in Fig. 6 , the cell voltages and currents, and the bypassed current through the MOSFETs, are shown respectively from top to bottom. The first subplot shows, attending to the cell voltages, how the battery is balanced before the end of the charging process.
The second subplot represents the different cell currents. 3 of them are not bypassed, and therefore they are being injected 50 A. Initially, the remaining cells are partially bypassed until the system is balanced. However, as third subplot shows, a maximum of 5 A are bypassed through the MOSFETs, and it is followed then by a linear relationship with the voltage difference (as the difference is decreasing), as explained in Fig. 5 , until the IM,min value is reached. Once the system is balanced all of the MOSFETs are in their off-state and no current is bypassed.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
A prototype has been built based on rapid prototyping, as shown in Fig. 7 .
A laptop is used as a host computer, where the algorithm to be executed is implemented by using Matlab/Simulink, based on xPC Target.
Once the implementation was tested in simulation, it is downloaded to the target computer, which is the real time target machine Speedgoat, in charge of controlling the prototype operation. The host and the target computers are connected through Ethernet by TCP/IP protocol. The utilized Speedgoat I/O modules are IO102 for reading the analog measurements (the current received from the charger, and the different MOSFETs currents and voltages), and IO301 for delivering the PWM signals, which are the VGS values for the different power MOSFETs.
The target machine sends the VGS of each MOSFET to the control board, by using a digital signal controlled with a PWM module whose voltage levels are 0 V and 5 V. The control board allows the isolation of the received digital signal, which in turn is boosted from 5 V to 15 V, in order to cover a wider range of the MOSFETs VGS.
Finally low pass filters allow the MOSFETs to receive their corresponding constant VGS voltages.
Once the system is built, while the MOSFET is bypassing current its temperature increases due to its on-resistance, and it takes the MOSFET out of control. In this situation, the current increases more and more leading the device to increase its temperature more, so its current becomes even higher, closing the runaway circle.
In order to set the system under control, a feedback loop is designed, which measures the cells voltage and current. Under this control, when a MOSFET bypasses current, its temperature raises and in consequence its current raises too. So the algorithm, which includes a Proportional-Integral algorithm (adjusted by trial and error), modifies the VGS (it is decreased) until the current decreases to its reference. As a result, the temperature is also decreased and the current and temperature are controlled. A heating sink is mounted with the MOSFET to ensure the device correct performance.
The PI controller algorithm is depicted in Fig. 8 . With the aim of presenting how the algorithms work, Cell1 and Cell2 voltages are measured, and Cell3 voltage is just introduced manually in the algorithm. This way, by adjusting the Cell3 voltage to different values, the system is relocated in different situations and its study is much easier.
The battery charger current is set to 2 A. Fig. 9 presents the measurements of the instant voltages and the corresponding MOSFETs currents for Cell1 and Cell2 along a testing time. It also presents the manually introduced instant Cell3 voltage and its theoretically calculated corresponding MOSFET current.
Attending to Fig. 9 , from the initial time to 400 s, it can be seen that Cell3 voltage is set to a lower voltage. According to the algorithm, Cell1 and Cell2 are partially bypassed. As the Cell1 voltage is lower than the Cell2 one, Cell1 bypassed current is lower too.
From 400 s to 450 s, Cell3 voltage is set to a higher voltage. In this case, the system assumes that Cell1 and Cell2 need to be charged as much as possible, and therefore no current is bypassed, however Cell3 is partially bypassed.
From 450 s to 850 s, Cell3 voltage is set to a lower voltage again, but the difference is lower (in comparison with the first time interval), and the bypassed current is lower. From 850 s to 900 s, the difference decreases, and Cell1 enters into the aforementioned algorithm minimum level.
From 900 s to 1700s, Cell1 is balanced and therefore no current is bypassed, and Cell2 enters into the algorithm minimum level.
From 1700 s, all the cells are balanced and from this moment the battery charge can carried out without bypassing current up to the fully charged state.
V. CONCLUSION
Equalization in a series string of batteries is fundamental, and takes special importance in an EV design, where the number of cells in the string is high. A well balanced battery pack assures a significant increase in its lifetime and safety, and guarantees its capacity optimization. A brief explanation of the different equalization methods, together with its comparison, has been presented. Parameters such as cost, efficiency, speed, complexity, size, or easy modularization conclude that switched capacitor and double-tiered switching capacitor methods were the best option. However, along this paper it is has been mentioned an important disadvantage of these methods: their speed depends on the voltage difference between cells, and as a result, when cells voltages are close, the equalization speed decreases significantly. It leads the battery pack to remain unbalanced for longer.
In this paper a novel equalization control for a shunt transistor (cell bypass) method is presented. This proposed active equalization system includes the different advantages of the shunt transistor method such as easy modularization, low cost and complexity (compared with other active methods [16] ), and adds extra advantages such as higher speed and efficiency. The speed increase is obtained by partially bypassing the most charged cells while the EV is being driving/charging (it allows the battery system to be equalized all the time), and by adding the explained minimum bypassing level, which in turn improves the efficiency. Simulation results show that the battery can be charged/discharged at a current higher than the amount of current which can be bypassed by the MOSFETs. A prototype has been built, and experimental results prove the current management for the equalization process.
